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Abstract
Rationale Kappa opioid receptors (KORs) have been
implicated in depressive-like states associated with
chronic administration of drugs of abuse and stress.
Although KOR agonists decrease dopamine in the nucleus
accumbens (NAc), KOR modulation of phasic dopamine
release in the core and shell subregions of the NAc—
which have distinct roles in reward processing—remains
poorly understood.
Objectives Studies were designed to examine whether the
time course of effects of KOR activation on phasic
dopamine release in the NAc core or shell are similar to
effects on motivated behavior.
Methods The effect of systemic administration of the KOR
agonist salvinorin A (salvA)—at a dose (2.0 mg/kg)
previously determined to have depressive-like effects—
was measured on electrically evoked phasic dopamine
release in the NAc core or shell of awake and behaving
rats using fast scan cyclic voltammetry. In parallel, the
effects of salvA on intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) and
sucrose-reinforced responding were assessed. For comparison, a threshold dose of salvA (0.25 mg/kg) was also
tested.
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Results The active, but not threshold, dose of salvA significantly decreased phasic dopamine release without affecting
dopamine reuptake in the NAc core and shell. SalvA increased
ICSS thresholds and significantly lowered breakpoint on the
progressive ratio schedule, indicating a decrease in motivation. The time course of the KOR-mediated decrease in
dopamine in the core was qualitatively similar to the effects on
motivated behavior.
Conclusions These data suggest that the effects of KOR
activation on motivation are due, in part, to inhibition of
phasic dopamine signaling in the NAc core.
Keywords Intracranial self-stimulation . Operant .
Progressive ratio . Sucrose . Nucleus accumbens core .
Nucleus accumbens shell . Depression . Fast scan cyclic
voltammetry

Introduction
Drug dependence and stress are often associated with
depression in humans (Kessler 1997; Markou et al. 1998)
and with behaviors in rodents that are thought to reflect
characteristics of depression, including a reduced ability to
experience reward (anhedonia) and loss of motivation
(Koob et al. 1989; Pittenger and Duman 2008). Drugs of
abuse and stress have been shown to promote the synthesis
and release of the neuropeptide dynorphin—an endogenous
ligand at kappa opioid receptors (KORs; Chavkin et al.
1982)—in humans and animals that is coincident with the
emergence of depressive-like effects (Chartoff et al. 2009;
Cole et al. 1995; Hurd and Herkenham 1993; Shippenberg
et al. 2007). Activation of KORs produces depressive-like
behaviors in humans and rodents (Pfeiffer et al. 1986;
Shippenberg and Herz 1987; Todtenkopf et al. 2004).
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Likewise, KOR antagonists or genetic deletion of KORs
attenuates stress- and drug-induced depressive-like states
(Carey et al. 2007; Carlezon et al. 1998; Mague et al.
2003; McLaughlin et al. 2003). Together these data
suggest that activation of KORs underlies, in part, stressand drug-induced depressive-like states. However, the
mechanisms by which KORs decrease motivation are not
fully understood.
Dopamine signaling within the NAc is important for the
regulation of mood and motivation (Nestler and Carlezon
2006; Wise et al. 1978). The NAc includes two primary
subregions: the core and shell (Zahm 2000), and increasing
evidence supports distinct roles for these subregions in
processing motivationally salient stimuli and subsequent
behaviors (Bari and Pierce 2005; Ito et al. 2004; Kelley
1999; Meredith et al. 2008). The effects of KOR activation
on dopamine transmission in the NAc core versus shell are
not well characterized. KORs are highly expressed on
dopamine terminals in the NAc and on dopamine cell
bodies in the midbrain (Mansour et al. 1995; Svingos et al.
2001) where they inhibit transmitter release and neuronal
excitability (Britt and McGehee 2008; Hjelmstad and Fields
2003). KOR agonists have been shown to reduce tonic
dopamine levels in the striatum and NAc using microdialysis (Carlezon et al. 2006; Gehrke et al. 2008; Zhang et
al. 2005), and KOR agonists microinjected directly into the
NAc are aversive (Bals-Kubik et al. 1993). Microdialysis is
a technique that captures slow changes in extracellular
dopamine levels. Dopamine neurons typically fire action
potentials at low frequencies (<5 Hz; tonic), but periodically exhibit brief, high frequency (20–60 Hz) periods of
activity (phasic) (Hyland et al. 2002; Schultz 1998). Phasic
activations of dopamine neurons lead to brief increases in
NAc dopamine (Tsai et al. 2009) that are tightly correlated
with motivated behavior for a variety of reinforcers
including food (Roitman et al. 2004), brain stimulation
reward (Cheer et al. 2005; Cheer et al. 2007), and drugs of
abuse (Phillips et al. 2003). Indeed, phasic activation of
dopamine neurons appears to be sufficient for reinforcement (Tsai et al. 2009).
Based on previous studies of the depressive-like effects
of the potent and highly selective KOR agonist salvinorin A
(salvA) (Carlezon et al. 2006; Chavkin et al. 2004; Roth et
al. 2002), we chose to investigate the temporal effects of a
maximally effective dose of salvA on phasic dopamine
release in the NAc core and shell evoked by stimulation of
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) using fast scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV) in awake and behaving rats. In
parallel, we measured the effects of salvA on motivated
behavior using two operant conditioning procedures:
intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) and sucrose-reinforced
responding. The goal of this study was to determine
whether KORs exert distinct control of dopamine transmis-

sion in the NAc core versus shell that might correlate with
effects on motivated behavior.

Methods
Animals
For these studies, 48 male Sprague–Dawley rats (Charles
River Laboratories) weighing approximately 350–400 g at
the time of testing were used. Rats used for FSCV (n=29)
and sucrose-reinforced responding (n=10) experiments
were maintained at the University of Illinois at Chicago
(UIC), and rats (n=9) used for ICSS were maintained at
McLean Hospital. Rats were individually housed with a
12 h/12 h light/dark cycle, and all experiments were
conducted during the light phase. Rats were maintained
on ad libitum food and water, except where otherwise
noted. All rats were treated according to the guidelines
recommended by the Animal Care Committee at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of McLean Hospital, in strict
accordance with the National Institutes of Health's Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (1996).
Drugs
SalvA was provided by Dr. Cécile Béguin (McLean
Hospital, Belmont, MA). The drug was extracted and
purified according to established methods (Lee et al.
2005). The samples used for testing in this report were
determined by high performance liquid chromatography to
be >99% pure. SalvA was dissolved in a vehicle of 75%
dimethyl sulfoxide plus 25% distilled water (vehicle).
SalvA and vehicle were administered by IP injection in a
volume of 1 ml/kg. Previous studies have shown that salvA
(2.0 mg/kg) is maximally effective at increasing ICSS
thresholds and increasing immobility time in the forced
swim test (FST) without decreasing rates of responding or
locomotor activity (Beguin et al. 2008; Carlezon et al.
2006). Therefore, we chose this active dose to examine how
the depressive-like effects of KOR activation would
modulate motivated behaviors and stimulated dopamine
release in the NAc. The low dose of salvA (0.25 mg/kg)
was used for comparison because it has previously been
shown to be a threshold dose in both the ICSS test and FST
(Carlezon et al. 2006).
Surgical procedures
FSCV Rats were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride
(100 mg/kg, intraperitoneal (IP)) and xylazine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg, IP). A guide cannula (Bioanalytical
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Systems; West Lafayette, IN) was implanted dorsal to either
the NAc core (1.3 mm anterior to bregma, +1.5 mm lateral
to midline, and 2.5 mm ventral from skull surface) or NAc
shell (1.3 mm anterior to bregma, +0.9 mm lateral to
midline, and 2.5 mm ventral from skull surface). A
chlorinated silver reference electrode was placed contralateral to the guide cannula in the left forebrain. Stainless steel
skull screws and dental cement were used to secure the
guide cannula and reference electrode to the skull. Once
dry, the obdurator was removed from the guide cannula,
and a micromanipulator containing a carbon fiber electrode
was attached. The electrode was then lowered into the NAc.
A bipolar-stimulating electrode (0.20 mm diameter; Plastics
One, Roanoke, VA) was positioned dorsal to the VTA
(5.2 mm posterior to bregma, +1.0 mm lateral to midline,
and 7.0 mm ventral to skull surface) and lowered in 0.2-mm
increments until electrically (60 pulses, 60 Hz, 120 µA,
4 ms/phase) evoked dopamine release was detected via the
carbon fiber electrode (see Online Resource 2 and below
for details). After optimizing evoked dopamine release, the
stimulating electrode was cemented and the carbon fiber
electrode was removed and replaced with the obdurator
(Day et al. 2007; Heien et al. 2005; Roitman et al. 2004).
Rats recovered when they reached pre-surgery body weight
(∼2–5 days).
ICSS Rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
(65 mg/kg, IP; Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL)
supplemented with subcutaneous atropine (0.25 mg/kg) to
minimize bronchial secretions and implanted with stainless
steel monopolar electrodes (0.25-mm diameter; Plastics
One, Roanoke, VA) aimed at the medial forebrain bundle at
the level of the lateral hypothalamus (2.8 mm posterior to
bregma, +1.7 mm lateral to midline, and 7.8 mm below
dura). See Online Resource 3 for a representative histological section. The electrodes were coated with polyamide
insulation except at the tip. A non-insulated stainless steel
wire was used as the anode and wrapped around a stainless
steel screw embedded in the skull, and the entire assembly
was coated with acrylic cement.

Fast scan cyclic voltammetry
Recordings FSCV measures extracellular concentrations of
electroactive species including dopamine with subsecond
temporal resolution and has been described in detail elsewhere
(Day et al. 2007). Briefly, a carbon fiber microelectrode is
lowered into the NAc and held at −400 mV relative to the
Ag/AgCl reaction at the reference electrode. Periodically, the
voltage is increased to +1300 mV and decreased to −400 mV
in a triangular fashion (400 V/s). This triangle waveform is
repeated at 10 Hz. Chemical species that are electroactive

within this voltage range will oxidize and reduce at
various points along the triangle waveform, and the
resultant currents are measured at the surface of the
electrode and recorded on a computer using software
written in LabView (National Instruments, Schaumburg,
IL) (Heien et al. 2004). The current arising from the
double-layer capacitance and electroactivity of surface
functional groups on the carbon fiber was removed by
background subtraction. The background period (1,000 ms)
was obtained within 5 s before each stimulation of the
VTA. Dopamine is electroactive within the applied voltage
range, is identified by its oxidation (at ∼0.6 V) and
reduction (at ∼−0.2 V versus Ag/AgCl) features, and is
quantified by measuring its oxidative current, which is
directly proportional to its concentration at the electrode
surface (Anstrom et al. 2009; Day et al. 2007; Heien et al.
2004; Jones et al. 2009).
Following recovery of pre-surgical weight, each rat
was placed in a standard experimental operant procedure
chamber (Med Associates, Inc.; St. Albans, VT). The
obdurator was removed from the guide cannula, and a
micromanipulator containing a carbon fiber (recording)
electrode was inserted. The recording electrode was
lowered into the NAc and locked into place. A headstage
containing electrical components necessary for application
of the triangle waveform, measurement of resultant
changes in current at the electrode surface as well as the
delivery of current via the stimulating electrode, was
connected to the animal. The VTA was stimulated (24
pulses, 60 Hz, 120 µA, 4 ms/pulse) to evoke dopamine
release in the NAc every 5 min until the peak concentration of three consecutive measurements differed by no
more than 10% (baseline). Upon establishing a stable
baseline, rats were injected with vehicle or salvA (0.25, or
2.0 mg/kg). The VTA was stimulated, as above, every
5 min for the first hour following injection and every
15 min for the subsequent 2 h.
Changes in phasic dopamine signaling can be due to
alterations in dopamine release and/or changes in the
number or function of the dopamine transporter (DAT).
FSCV during electrical stimulation of the VTA permits the
dissociation of changes in phasic NAc dopamine signaling
due to changes in dopamine release from changes due to the
rate of dopamine reuptake via the DAT (Stamford et al. 1989).
Peak dopamine concentration was measured for each
stimulation. The decay phase of the dopamine spike evoked
by stimulation of the VTA is mainly governed by dopamine
reuptake dynamics (Giros et al. 1996; Senior et al. 2008).
Thus, we examined the falling phase of the dopamine spike
as described previously (Cheer et al. 2004; Senior et al.
2008). Rate of dopamine reuptake by the DAT is concentration dependent, so we analyzed the portion of the falling
phase that was similar in concentration across time.
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Intracranial self-stimulation procedures
After one week of recovery from surgery, rats were trained
to respond for brain stimulation using a continuous
reinforcement schedule (FR1) at 141 Hz, where each lever
press earned a 500-ms train of square wave cathodal pulses
(100 µs per pulse), as described (Carlezon and Chartoff
2007). The delivery of the stimulation was accompanied by
illumination of a 2-W house light. The stimulation current
was adjusted (final range, 110–210 µA) for each rat to the
lowest value that would sustain a reliable rate of responding
(at least 40 responses per 50 s). After the minimal effective
current was found for each rat, it was kept constant
throughout training and testing.
Rats were then trained on a series of 15 descending
stimulation frequencies (141–28 Hz, in 0.05 log10 Hz increments). Each series of frequencies comprised 1-min trials at
each frequency. Each 1-min trial included a 5-s period during
which non-contingent stimuli were given (1/s) at the next
available stimulation frequency, a 50-s test period during
which the number of responses was counted, and a 5-s
period during which no stimulation was available. Each
stimulation train was followed by a 500-ms time out. All
responses were counted, regardless of whether they earned
stimulation or occurred during a time out. After responding
had been evaluated at each of the 15 frequencies, another
series of identical frequencies was started. To characterize
the functions relating response strength to reward magnitude
(rate-frequency function), a least-squares line of best fit was
plotted across the frequencies that sustained responding at
20, 30, 40, 50, and 60% of the maximum rate using
customized analysis software. The stimulation frequency at
which the line intersected the X axis (theta 0) was defined as
the ICSS threshold (see Carlezon and Chartoff 2007). This is
considered the theoretical point at which the stimulation
becomes reinforcing. Rats were trained for an average of
3–4 weeks until mean ICSS thresholds remained stable
(±10% for four consecutive days).
For drug testing, three rate-frequency functions (3×
15 min) were determined for each rat immediately before
drug injection. The first function served as a “warm-up”
and was discarded because it tends to be variable. The ICSS
thresholds and maximum rates for the second and third
functions were averaged and served as baseline parameters.
Each rat then received an IP injection of drug or vehicle,
and 12 more 15-min rate-frequency functions were obtained
(3 h of testing). Each rat was treated with either vehicle or
salvA (0.25, 2.0 mg/kg) over the course of the experiment,
administered in random order. Drug treatment days were
separated by 2–3 non-drug days in which the rats were
exposed to six 15-min rate-frequency functions to ensure
that they had recovered from prior treatment and their ICSS
thresholds remained within 10% of their original baseline

values. After each rat had received the three experimental treatments, it was treated again with vehicle to
ensure that no conditioned drug effects were evident. It
has previously been shown that multiple salvA treatments administered in this manner do not result in
sensitization or tolerance to the aversive effects of the
drug (Carlezon et al. 2006).
Operant responding for sucrose reward
Progressive ratio (PR) responding for sucrose was
employed to test the effects of salvA on motivated
behavior. This schedule assesses motivation to respond by
progressively increasing the effort rats must expend to
receive a fixed reward. PR responding is sensitive to
dopamine manipulations (Aberman et al. 1998; Hamill et
al. 1999). Alterations in PR can be attributed to either
changes in motivation or motor capability. To dissociate
effects on motivation from potential motor deficits, rats
were also tested on a fixed ratio (FR) 5 schedule for
sucrose. The FR5 paradigm typically results in higher rates
of responding that are less sensitive to changes in dopamine
activity (Aberman and Salamone 1999).
After a one-week acclimation period following arrival,
rats were food restricted to approximately 90% of their freefeeding weight. For 2 days, rats underwent magazine
training in standard operant procedure chambers equipped
with two levers, two cue lights, a pellet dispenser, and a
house light (Med Associates, Inc.; St. Albans, VT). During
magazine training, two levers were constantly available
with one (active) lever yielding a single 45-mg sucrose
pellet when pressed. The other (inactive) lever had no
programmed response when pressed. In addition, sucrose
pellets were delivered on average every 60 s. On subsequent days, rats were shaped to press the active lever.
Following 3 days of responding at least 100 times on the
active lever, rats were shifted to a series of FR requirements
with each ratio being administered for three consecutive
days. Rats were trained on FR1, then FR3 and finally FR5.
In all FR paradigms, a single sucrose pellet was delivered
upon completion of the ratio on the active lever. All
behavioral sessions lasted 30 min. Following FR5, rats
were exposed to 2 days of the PR paradigm. The PR
sessions were 2 h in length and involved escalating
requirements for the rats to obtain sucrose pellets. The
following are the first 23 sequences of lever presses
required to obtain sucrose pellets in the exponential PR
paradigm: 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 62, 77,
95, 118, 145, 178, 219, 268, 328, 402, and 492. No animal
completed more than 23 ratios during a PR session. Testing
began following 2 days of PR training.
One group of rats (n=5) was injected with either
vehicle or salvA (0.25, 2.0 mg/kg) and immediately
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placed into the operant procedure chamber for a 3-h PR
session. Rats were then returned to their home cages.
After 4 days without testing or training, two consecutive
days of PR training were administered followed by
another test day with a different dose of salvA. This
procedure continued until all doses of salvA had been
administered. The other group of rats (n =5) was injected
with either vehicle or salvA (0.25, 2.0 mg/kg) and
immediately placed into the operant procedure chamber
for a 2-h FR5 session. After 4 days without testing or
training, two consecutive days of PR were administered
followed by another FR5 test day with a different dose of
salvA. This procedure continued until all doses of salvA
had been administered. For both groups, the order of drug
dose was randomized and counterbalanced across rats.
Upon completion of salvA injections, each group of rats
began the other operant procedure. During PR and FR5
sessions, the number of lever presses on active and
inactive levers was recorded. Breakpoints were also
calculated by assessing the number of ratios completed
prior to 15 min of inactivity in a session, as established by
Hodos (Hodos 1961).
Histology
Upon completion of the FSCV and ICSS experiments,
histological assessment of stimulating and recording electrodes was performed (see Supplementary Methods and
Online Resources 1, 2, and 3).
Statistical analysis
The effects of salvA on ICSS thresholds, maximum rates of
responding in ICSS, and electrically evoked phasic dopamine release in the NAc core and shell were analyzed using
two-way ANOVAs (treatment × time) with repeated
measures on time. Significant effects were analyzed using
post hoc Fisher's protected t tests. Dopamine reuptake
curves were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA
(stimulation time × decay time).
To determine the acute effects of salvA on PR and FR5
responding for sucrose, cumulative active lever responding was divided into 5-min epochs over the course of the
test session and analyzed using a two-way, withinsubjects ANOVA (treatment × time) with Tukey's post
hoc comparisons. Inactive PR and FR5 lever responding
was analyzed using a one-way (treatment) within-subjects
ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc comparisons. Breakpoint
was analyzed by comparing the final ratio completed prior
to 15 min of inactivity in a session and analyzed using a
one-way, within-subjects ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc
comparisons.

Results
SalvA decreased evoked phasic dopamine release
in the NAc without affecting reuptake
This study examined the temporal effects of acute salvA on
phasic dopamine release and subsequent reuptake in either
the NAc core or shell. All data were normalized for each
subject to the average of the baseline measurements
(percent baseline) to control for differences in the initial
magnitude of evoked dopamine release across rats. Dopamine release evoked in the NAc core (Figs. 1 and 2a) by
VTA stimulation depended on an interaction between drug
treatment and time (F44,330 =2.94, p<0.01), with dopamine
release decreasing across groups as the 3-h session progressed. Post hoc analysis revealed that salvA (2.0 mg/kg)
significantly decreased dopamine release in the NAc core
compared to vehicle from 5 to 135 min post-injection (p<
0.01) with the exception of 60 min post-injection. Similarly,
salvA (2.0 mg/kg) significantly decreased dopamine release
in the NAc core compared to salvA (0.25 mg/kg) from 5 to
40, 50 and 75 min post-injection (p < 0.01). SalvA
(0.25 mg/kg) did not significantly alter dopamine release
in this region. The effects of salvA on stimulated dopamine
release in the NAc core were maximal at 15 min (37.3±2%,
mean±SEM of baseline dopamine release).
Dopamine release evoked in the NAc shell (Fig. 2b) by
VTA stimulation depended on an interaction between drug
treatment and time (F44,308 =1.73, p<0.01) with dopamine
release decreasing across groups as the 3-h session progressed. Post hoc analysis revealed that salvA (2.0 mg/kg)
significantly decreased dopamine release in the NAc shell
compared to vehicle from 5 to 25 min post-injection with
the exception of 10 min post-injection (p<0.01). SalvA
(0.25 mg/kg) did not significantly alter dopamine release in
this region. The effects of salvA on stimulated dopamine
release in the NAc shell were maximal at 20 min (53.5±
7%, mean±SEM of baseline dopamine release). Interestingly, we found that vehicle injection produced a transient
decrease in the shell. Previous work has demonstrated that
aversive (Roitman et al. 2008) or novel stimuli (Aragona et
al. 2009) suppress dopamine release in the shell. Thus, it is
likely that at least part of the suppression of phasic
dopamine release in the shell is due to the aversive
properties of the injection procedure itself.
While salvA decreased phasic dopamine, it had no
impact on reuptake. The time course of salvA's effects on
reuptake was analyzed separately for each dose. SalvA
(2.0 mg/kg) had no effect on the rate of reuptake in either
the NAc core (Fig. 3a; F116,580 =0.66; ns) or shell (Fig. 3b;
F116,580 =0.28; ns). In addition, rate of reuptake was
unchanged in both regions following either vehicle or
salvA (0.25 mg/kg; data not shown).
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Fig. 1 A representative example of salvA (2.0 mg/kg) effects on
electrically evoked phasic dopamine. a) Electrical stimulation of the
VTA evokes a phasic increase of dopamine in the NAc core prior to
injection (baseline). Top: Background-subtracted color plot indicates
changes in dopamine concentration in response to stimulation (time=
0; 24 pulses, 60 Hz, 120 µA, 4 ms/phase, monophasic). Time is the
abscissa, the electrode potential is the ordinate, and current changes
are encoded in color. Dopamine concentration [identified by its
oxidation (∼0.6 V; green) and reduction (∼−0.2 V; blue on the

negative going scan) features] increased in response to the stimulation.
Bottom: dopamine concentration as a function of time is extracted
from the color plot above. Inset: Current changes due to the presence
of dopamine at the electrode surface are confirmed by plotting current
as a function of electrode potential (cyclic voltammogram). b) The
same stimulation train evokes a smaller change in dopamine
concentration 15 min and c) 180 min post-salvA (2.0 mg/kg) injection.
Data in b and c were plotted and analyzed as in a

SalvA increased ICSS thresholds

ICSS thresholds compared with vehicle control for
105 min, whereas the threshold dose did not significantly
alter thresholds (Fig. 4c). ICSS thresholds remained quite
stable compared to baseline values over the 3-h test session
in vehicle-treated rats, although there was a general
downward drift in maximum rates in all treatment groups
(Fig. 4d), suggesting a decrease in motor output with no
change in reward function. The effects of salvA on
maximum rates of responding also depended on an
interaction between dose and time (F22,264 =1.76, p<0.05):
the high dose of salvA significantly decreased the maximum rate of responding for the first 45 min, whereas the
low dose did not alter rates (Fig. 4d). Treatment with
vehicle caused a slight decrease in maximum response rates
compared to pretreatment baseline levels, suggesting
nonspecific effects of vehicle.

SalvA caused rightward and downward shifts of the ratefrequency functions (Fig. 4a, b, c). Data from a representative rat show that vehicle does not affect rate-frequency
functions at 15, 60, or 180 min post-injection compared
with the baseline rate-frequency function (Fig. 4a). However, data from the same rat show that 15 and 60 min after
administration of the active dose of salvA (2.0 mg/kg;
Fig. 4c), higher frequencies are required to sustain
responding. The maximum rate of responding is depressed
at 15 but not at 60 min compared with baseline values,
suggesting that by 60 min after salvA, motivation to
respond is decreased (increases in ICSS thresholds), but
motor capacity is unaffected. Administration of a threshold
dose of salvA (0.25 mg/kg; Fig. 4b) results in a slight right
shift in thresholds and decrease in maximum response rates,
but on average (Fig. 4d, e) these differences are not
significant.
The effects of salvA on ICSS thresholds depended on an
interaction between dose and time (F22,264 =3.63, p<
0.0001): the active dose of salvA significantly increased

SalvA reduces motivation to work for sucrose reward
The PR paradigm has been used extensively as an assay of
motivation for reward and is sensitive to changes in NAc
dopamine (Aberman et al. 1998; Hamill et al. 1999). Here,
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Fig. 2 SalvA decreases phasic dopamine concentration evoked by
electrical stimulation of the VTA. a) Time course of salvA effects on
the peak concentration of dopamine in the NAc core evoked by
electrical stimulation. Compared to vehicle (n = 6 rats), salvA
(2.0 mg/kg; n=6 rats) significantly decreased evoked dopamine
concentration in the NAc core from 5–135, but not 60, min postinjection. Compared to vehicle, salvA (0.25 mg/kg; n=6 rats) had no
effect on peak dopamine concentration. b) Time course of salvA
effects on the peak concentration of dopamine in the NAc shell
evoked by electrical stimulation. Compared to vehicle (n=6 rats),
salvA (2.0 mg/kg; n=6 rats) significantly decreased evoked dopamine
concentration in the NAc shell from 5 to 25 min with the exception of
10-min post-injection. Compared to vehicle, salvA (0.25 mg/kg; n=5
rats) had no effect on peak dopamine concentration. In both graphs,
each point represents the mean (+sem) percent change from preinjection baseline. *p<0.01 compared to vehicle at each time point,
Fisher's protected t tests

salvA (2.0 mg/kg) lowered breakpoint in PR responding for
sucrose reward. Figure 5a shows the number of ratios
completed prior to 15 min of inactivity (breakpoint) as a
function of salvA dose in the 3-h PR session. There was a
significant effect of salvA dose on breakpoint (F2,18 =7.97,
p<0.05). Post hoc analyses revealed that the active dose of
salvA (2.0 mg/kg) decreased breakpoint compared with
vehicle and salvA (0.25 mg/kg) (p<0.05). The threshold
dose of salvA (0.25 mg/kg) did not alter breakpoint.
Responding on an FR5 ratio is less sensitive to changes in
NAc dopamine (Cousins and Salamone 1994; Salamone et
al. 2001). As shown in Fig. 5b, there was a trend towards
lower breakpoint following salvA (2.0 mg/kg), but it was

Fig. 3 SalvA does not affect the rate of dopamine reuptake in the
NAc. The descending portions of dopamine concentration curves in
the NAc core a) and shell b) evoked at baseline and 15, 60, and
180-min post-salvA (2.0 mg/kg) injection are overlaid. Comparisons
of the descending curves of concentration-matched, electrically
evoked dopamine indicate that dopamine reuptake rates are not
different. In both graphs, each point represents the mean (+sem)
dopamine concentration evoked by stimulation of the VTA (n=6 rats).
ANOVAs (stimulation time × decay time) revealed no main effects

not significant (F2,18 =1.94, ns). SalvA suppressed the rate
of responding under both PR and FR5 conditions. Figure 6a
shows the effects of salvA on cumulative active lever
responding over the 3-h PR session. The effects of salvA on
PR depended on an interaction between treatment and time
(F70,630 =3.39, p<0.05). Post hoc analyses revealed that the
active dose of salvA (2.0 mg/kg) significantly decreased
responding compared to vehicle between 10 and 150 min
post-injection—but not at 115 or 140 min (p<0.05).
Similarly, salvA (2.0 mg/kg) decreased responding compared to salvA (0.25 mg/kg) beginning 10 min postinjection and lasting the remainder of the behavioral session
(p < 0.05). Figure 6b shows cumulative active lever
responding as a function of salvA dose across the
2-h FR5 session. The effects of salvA on FR5 responding
on the active lever depended on an interaction between
treatment and time (F46,414 =2.33, p <0.05). Post hoc
analyses revealed that rats treated with vehicle or salvA
(0.25 mg/kg) did not differ in active lever responding
throughout the behavioral session. Rats treated with
2.0 mg/kg salvA responded less than animals treated with
vehicle beginning 20 min post-injection and lasting until
40 min post-injection (p<0.05). Similarly, rats treated with
salvA (2.0 mg/kg) responded less than animals treated with
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Fig. 4 Effects of salvA on ICSS thresholds. Rats were treated
systemically with vehicle or salvA (0.25, 2.0 mg/kg, IP) and
immediately placed in the ICSS chambers for 12 rate-frequency
determinations over the course of the 180-min test session. (a, b, and
c) Rate of bar pressing (per 50 s) as a function of stimulation
frequency for a representative rat at indicated times after vehicle (a),
salvA (0.25 mg/kg) (b), or salvA (2.0 mg/kg) (c) injection. Time

course of drug effects on thresholds (d) and maximal rates of
responding (e). Each point in d and e represents the mean (+sem)
percent change from pre-injection baseline thresholds. SalvA (2.0 mg/
kg) significantly increased thresholds for 105 min and decreased
maximal rates of responding for 45 min compared to vehicle (N=9
rats). *p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared to vehicle at each time point,
Fisher's protected t tests

salvA (0.25 mg/kg) beginning at 20 min post-injection and
lasting until 50 min post injection (p<0.05). There were no
differences in responding on the inactive lever across drug
treatment during neither PR nor FR5 responding (data not
shown). Importantly, at equivalent post-drug time points,
salvA-injected rats (2.0 mg/kg) responded in the FR5
paradigm at rates comparable to vehicle-injected rats in
the PR paradigm.

which reflects a decrease in the rewarding impact of—and
consequently the motivation to work for—the medial
forebrain bundle stimulation (Carlezon and Chartoff
2007). This confirms and extends prior work demonstrating
reward-decreasing effects of KOR agonists in the ICSS
paradigm (Beguin et al. 2008; Carlezon et al. 2006;
Todtenkopf et al. 2004; Tomasiewicz et al. 2008). SalvA
also decreased operant responding for sucrose pellets,
which is indicative of a decrease in motivation to obtain a
natural reinforcer.
The NAc core and shell subregions have distinct
connectivity and reward-processing abilities that result in
unique, though not mutually exclusive, functions (Ikemoto
2007; Meredith et al. 2008; Zahm 2000). The mechanisms
underlying the differences between salvA's effects on
dopamine release in the core versus shell are not known.
The NAc shell appears to have higher levels of KORs than
the core under normal conditions (Mansour et al. 1995),
suggesting that the effects of a KOR agonist would be more
robust in the shell. Given that we observed the opposite
trend, it is possible that there are differences in coupling of
KORs to downstream effectors between the core and the
shell. It has also been shown that activation of KORs can

Discussion
This study shows that a behaviorally active dose of the
KOR agonist salvA decreases phasic dopamine release in
the NAc elicited by electrical stimulation of the VTA. This
is consistent with recent ex vivo work (Britt and McGehee
2008) but importantly extends the findings to awake and
behaving animals. Furthermore, salvA has discrete effects
on dopamine release in the NAc shell and core: salvAmediated decreases in stimulated dopamine release in the
core were prolonged compared with the shell and were
temporally similar to the inhibitory effects of salvA on
motivated behavior. SalvA increased ICSS thresholds,
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Fig. 5 Effects of salvA on the number of ratios completed for sucrose
pellets prior to 15 min of inactivity (breakpoint). a) Compared to
vehicle and salvA (0.25 mg/kg), salvA (2.0 mg/kg) significantly
lowered breakpoint in the PR schedule. b) There were no significant
differences in FR5 breakpoints across salvA dose. In both graphs,
each bar represents the mean (+sem) breakpoint during the session
(n=10 rats). *p<0.05 compared to vehicle and salvA (0.25 mg/kg),
Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference tests

modulate the dopamine transporter (DAT) (Gehrke et al.
2008; Thompson et al. 2000), raising the possibility that
salvA has differential effects on the number or function of
the DAT in the core and the shell. Using FSCV, which
directly assesses the rate of dopamine reuptake (Cheer et al.
2004; Senior et al. 2008), we found that salvA had no effect
on reuptake in either the core or the shell over the course of
the 3-h test period. Finally, it is possible that the extended
effects of salvA observed uniquely in the core are due to
activation of secondary molecular processes such as
modulation of dopamine synthesis or release.
The finding that salvA initially suppresses phasic
dopamine release in both the NAc shell and the core but
has a prolonged effect in the core that is temporally similar

Fig. 6 Effects of salvA on cumulative active lever responding for
sucrose pellets. a) Compared to vehicle, salvA (2.0 mg/kg) significantly decreased active lever responding in the PR schedule between
10 and 150 min post-injection—but not at 115 or 140 min. b)
Compared to vehicle, salvA (2.0 mg/kg) significantly decreased active
lever responding in the FR5 schedule between 20 and 40-min postinjection. In both graphs, each point represents the mean (+sem)
number of cumulative lever presses made on the active lever (n=10
rats). *p<0.05 compared to vehicle at each time point, Tukey's
Honestly Significant Difference tests

to effects on motivated behavior highlights the complexity
of NAc function. Unconditioned rewarding, aversive, and
novel stimuli preferentially elicit dopamine concentration
changes in the shell (Aragona et al. 2009; Bassareo and Di
Chiara 1999; Pontieri et al. 1995; Roitman et al. 2008). For
example, it has been shown using FSCV that an aversive
taste stimulus elicits a decrease in phasic dopamine release
in the NAc shell (Roitman et al. 2008). Interestingly, the
predominant response of NAc neurons to an aversive
stimulus is an increase in firing rate (Roitman et al. 2005;
Wheeler et al. 2008), raising the possibility that some
aversive stimuli suppress phasic dopamine activity through
increased activity of dynorphin-releasing NAc neurons
projecting back to the midbrain. In contrast to the shell,
the NAc core is most often associated with goal-directed
behavior and the motivational value of conditioned stimuli
(Aragona et al. 2009; Bari and Pierce 2005; Ito et al. 2000;
Roitman et al. 2004). Dopamine release in the core
precedes and peaks at the time of operant responses for a
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variety of reinforcers including ICSS (Cheer et al. 2005)
and food (Roitman et al. 2004). Microinjection of a
dopamine receptor antagonist into the NAc core decreases
ICSS of the medial forebrain bundle without affecting
motor performance (Stellar and Corbett 1989). Finally,
microinjections of dopamine receptor antagonists into the
NAc core, but not shell, reduce operant responding for food
reinforcement on a progressive ratio schedule (Bari and
Pierce 2005).
The effects of salvA on ICSS and sucrose responding
may be due, in part, to motor deficits rather than a reduction
in drive per se. Although prior studies showed that salvA
(2.0 mg/kg) was maximally effective at increasing ICSS
thresholds and immobility time in the FST without
significantly affecting motor activity (Beguin et al. 2008;
Carlezon et al. 2006), we found that this dose of salvA had
rate-decreasing effects in the ICSS paradigm for the first
45 min after drug injection. However, salvA significantly
increased thresholds for 105 min, suggesting that KORmediated motivational deficits can be dissociated from
motor effects and are longer lasting. Furthermore, the
measure of reward threshold used in this study (theta 0)
has been shown to be minimally sensitive to treatmentinduced alterations in response capabilities (Miliaressis et
al. 1982). SalvA did not eliminate the capacity to respond
for sucrose reward because rats treated with salvA were
able to press on an FR5 schedule of reinforcement at rates
similar to vehicle treated rats on a PR schedule at
equivalent times post-treatment. The effects of salvA on
PR are similar to dopamine-depleting lesions of the NAc
and dopamine antagonist treatment (Aberman et al. 1998;
Hamill et al. 1999). Higher ratio requirements are more
sensitive to disruption of dopamine signaling (Aberman and
Salamone 1999), suggesting that the prolonged suppression
of phasic dopamine release in the NAc core in the present
study is important for the effects of salvA on operant
response measures. Collectively, the effects of salvA in
these operant conditioning procedures are consistent with a
transient decrease in motor ability and a prolonged decrease
in motivation.
KOR-mediated decreases in motivated behavior and
NAc dopamine are similar to effects often observed after
chronic administration of drugs of abuse and stress
(Goussakov et al. 2006; Markou and Koob 1991). These
effects are distinct from acute responses to drugs of abuse
and many types of stress, in which dopamine activity in the
NAc is increased and reward systems are activated
(Imperato et al. 1989; Piazza and Le Moal 1996; Sorg and
Kalivas 1991; for review see Yap and Miczek 2008). In
fact, activation of endogenous KOR systems may be a
compensatory response to drugs of abuse and stress, such
that after the acute effects have passed, dynorphin tone
remains elevated and contributes to the subsequent decrease

in NAc dopamine activity and emergence of depressive-like
states (see Knoll and Carlezon 2009). Although this
hypothesis requires further testing, our current findings
confirm the idea that KORs regulate complex mood states
by simultaneously decreasing dopamine release, reward
function and motivation, and they extend our knowledge by
demonstrating discrete KOR-mediated effects on phasic
dopamine release in the NAc core and shell.
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